
ENTERING ORDERS USING THE FULL ORDER ENTRY

METHOD

SINGLE ORDER

Requesting an Order Number

This discussion will tell you how to enter an order to a single vendor using the "full" order entry. This 
format can be used for any type of order and has access to all the fields on the order you might need to 
change. There are some other specialized methods of entering orders that are discussed separately.

The first step in entering the order is to request a "new" order from either
the "Update order file" screen or the "Update Master Order" screen. Both
take you to the same new order dialog screen. A new order is requested
by clicking on the "new" icon (              ).  You get there by going to
Order Processing → Add/Update Orders → Update Order File or Update
Master Order

When you get to the "new order" dialog screen, the default is to generate a new "Single order/Append to 
master" order. All you need to do is click the Submit button to have a new order generated. The system will 
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assign the next order number in sequence and display the first screen of the order, the one with general 
information such as customer, vendor, and shipping address.

EXCEPTION If you want to assign the new order a specific order number, enter the order 
number you want to use in the "new order number" field before clicking 
Submit. You may do this on a regular basis or you may assign a specific 
number on an occasional basis such as when an order was deleted by 
mistake and you want to put it back on file.

Once you click Submit, the new order number will be assigned and the general information screen will be 
displayed. Read the discussion on the general information screen for more information on this next step in 
the order entry process.
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Entering General Information

When you start a new order, the first screen you will see is the "general information" screen of the order. It 
is also the first one you see if you use the right arrow from the order overview to update the order.  
Screenshots are at the end of the document.

This discussion will concentrate on the fields that are commonly used and have a sizable effect on the order. 
Read the help files below for additional information on these fields as well as other fields on the order that 
are not discussed.

The help files will also explain any icons used on the screen. To quickly see what an icon or a link does, put 
your mouse over the icon or link and a short message explaining the icon will appear. For example, if you 
hover over the update icon beside the customer number field, you will see the message "Update customer 
file" appear for a few seconds.

EXCEPTION: The tool tip for the look up icon beside the customer, vendor and decorator 
will show the address of the related field once you have selected a code.

For example, the look up icon beside the customer will initially have a tool 
tip of "Click to look up customer". Once you choose the customer, it will 
display the mailing address of that customer.
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The first choice you must make on this screen is to indicate the type of order. The type of order will default
to a drop ship order which is the first one listed. If you need to enter another type of order, click on the radio
button beside the correct type of order. Fields that are not needed for the new type of order will disappear. If 
there are additional fields needed for the new type of order, they will appear on your screen.

Read the discussion on the various types of orders for additional information on which type of order to pick.

The next important fields you will need to enter are for the customer, vendor, and/or decorator.

If you know the customer number, you may enter it. If you don't know the code, you may enter some or all 
of the name or some other type of alias such as phone number. If the system finds an exact match, then the 
information will be filled in as if you had entered the code. If the system does NOT find an exact match OR
the customer has more than one contact set up, a list of possible choices will appear and you may pick the 
appropriate customer/contact from this list. At any point in this process, you can click on the look up icon    
(        ) beside the customer to pop up the list.
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Once you pick a customer, any related data such as billing address, salesman or tax routine will be pulled 
into the order as well.

If you realize that this is a new customer or that the customer has moved or something else about them has 
changed, you may click on the update icon (        ) to go add or change the customer's data. When you 
submit your customer changes, the new data from the customer file will be pulled into the customer-related 
fields on the order.

You may also set up an additional contact for the customer by clicking on the "rolodex" icon (        ).

The vendor and decorator look up process works in a similar way except that there are no additional 
contacts for these types of codes.

On the "decorate for stock" type of order, if the blank goods will be coming from inventory, type in a vendor
number of 999999 or click on the "box" icon (        ). Do the same for the decorator if you will be doing the 
decoration.

The vendor and decorator fields also have a "world" icon (        ) that lets you access their web site.

The next major field is the shipping address. If this is a customer-oriented order, then the shipping address 
on the customer file will be what is initially used. If this is an order to resupply your inventory, then the 
shipping address will default to your company, division, or inventory location address depending on which 
one is appropriate. You may make any changes you wish to the address shown.

If you usually ship to some other address, there is a system option that will let you initially leave the 
shipping address blank.

If you want the order to be shipped to more than one address, you can set up multiple shipping addresses. 
This information will be attached to your purchase order. Since this function requires that you indicate how 
many of each item on the order will go to each address, it is best if you do not set up these addresses until 
the item detail has been entered. You may come back to this screen and click on the "Ship to multiple 
addresses" link or you can go to the multiple address set up screen directly from the menu (Order 
Processing, Miscellaneous order functions, Enter Multiple Shipment data). Read the discussion on setting up
multiple shipping addresses for more information.

If you use the scheduling feature and have multiple scheduling or process groups set up, you should enter a 
process group code on the order if this is one of the types of orders that you want to schedule. For example, 
you may want to schedule drop ship orders and you should enter a code. You may not schedule shipments 
from inventory. If not, you may omit the process code.

Only orders that have a process code will be set up for scheduling in the Work in Process system.

If you forget to enter the code, you can come back and do it later to generate the scheduling steps. If you 
enter the wrong code, you can change it to change the scheduled steps.

The other fields on the order are explained in detail in the help function. Refer to that discussion for 
additional information.
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This screen contains most of the general information about the order that you have to change on a regular 
basis. There are also several links on the screen that give you access to additional fields that you change less
frequently or perform some other special function. The links are shown in red italics and underlined.

Clicking on one of the following links brings up the screen with the additional fields:

Update other Customer-Related data Update the billing address and contact information such as 
FAX or e-mails.
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Update other Vendor-Related data Update the vendor's address and contact information.

Update Decorator/Initial 'Ship to' data If you want the vendor to ship the merchandise to an address 
other than the shipping address, you may enter that 
information on this screen. For example, you may want to 
ship blank goods to a decorator or you may want the order 
shipped to you first.
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Update credit card information Enter credit card information if the customer will pay by 
credit card.

Update other Dates & Information Update the order date, the date the order can be repeated and 
other miscellaneous data.
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Update Art Numbers Associate specific art numbers with this order.
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Ship to Multiple Addresses If the order will be shipping to multiple addresses, you may 
click on this link to call up the functin where this information
is entered. However, you should enter your line items 
BEFORE clicking on this link as it requires specifying the 
quantity of each item going to each address.
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There is a second kind of link that performs a specific function:

Ship to Company Address Set the shipping address to the address for your company.

Ship to Division Address If you use divisions, you can have the division address set to 
the address associated with the division code assigned to the 
order. If there is no division code assigned, nothing will 
happen.

If you do not use divisions, you will not see this link.

Ship to Inventory Location If you use inventory locations, you can have the address 
associated with the division code assigned to the shipping 
address. If there is no location code assigned, nothing will 
happen.

If you do not use separate inventory locations or if this is not 
a an inventory-related order, you will not see this link.

When you finish entering the information on this screen, click on the "Next" button (           ) to go to the 
next screen where you will enter or update line item data. You can also click on the "Done" button (             )
to go to the order overview. 

Entering Line Items

Once you enter the general information and click on the right arrow, you will see the screen where you can 
enter the information about the item being ordered. You can also get to this screen by clicking on the "New" 
icon (           ) on the order overview screen.

This discussion will concentrate on the fields that are commonly used. Read the help files below for 
additional information on these fields as well as other fields on this screen that are not discussed.

The first field on the screen is the item number. If you are entering an item that is set up on your item file, 
enter the item number you have used on that file. If you are entering an order for an item that is NOT on 
your item file, you may use the vendor's item number. You may also leave the item number blank.

Note that if are placing an order for stock, you should still use YOUR item number, not the vendor's item 
number. If the vendor has a different number, you can set that up on the item/vendor set up screen along 
with his pricing. When you print the purchase order, the VENDOR'S item number will used instead of your 
item number.

If the item number you enter is also set up on the item file AND you have colors and/or sizes set up, you 
will be prompted for that information. With regular or reference only items that have colors and/or sizes 
defined, you MUST enter a valid codes for these fields. If you click on the look up field beside the color or 
size (        ), you can pick the code from the list of valid codes set up for this item. If the color or size you 
need is not listed, you will have to set it up. Read more about this process under the discussion on setting up
valid color/size combinations.
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The exception to the requirement for a valid color/size code is if the item you entered is set up as a 
"color/size list" item. This type of item lets you enter the quantities for several colors and/or sizes on a 
separate screen but to still have all of this data associated with this line item. For these items, if you leave 
the color code blank, ALL the colors on the item will be listed on this separate screen. If you leave the size 
code blank, ALL the sizes will be listed on this screen. The advantages and disadvantages of using this type 
of item are discussed in more detail under the topic of Using the Color/Size List items on an order.

The next major field is the description. If you have entered an item from your item file, the description on 
the item file will be used initially. If the item has colors and/or sizes, the color and size information will also
be included. You may change it.

Note that on some reports such as the Order History Detail, only the first two lines of the description are 
normally used in order to make the report shorter. (You have the option to show the entire description.) 
Other reports show only the first line. It is therefore suggested that you make the first line or two contain the
primary description, then include other details on subsequent lines.

Enter the quantity ordered.

When you enter or change the quantity ordered for a line item that is on the item file and does not have any 
other special pricing such as "end quantity", any quantity break pricing will be retrieved. When you leave 
the screen and save your changes, ALL the items on the order will be checked to see if the pricing needs to 
be updated because of combining quantities on the various line items.

If you are entering a "ship from inventory" order and the item is an inventory item, the quantities allocated, 
tagged and backordered are also displayed. If the item is available OR you do not use the backordering 
system, the item will be allocated. Otherwise, it will be backordered. Availability is defined as the quantity 
on hand less the quantities allocated to other orders and less quantities tagged for other orders. Read more 
about the allocation process in the discussion on Update inventory including allocating backorders.

The unit and extended cost fields are always shown. Depending on the type of order, you may also see list 
price, selling price and decoration cost.

If there is a special pricing or an override price you will see a notation to the left of the field if you return to 
this screen later.

Also, note that for selling prices, you can click on the lookup icon (       ) beside the unit selling price to see 
what special pricing such as coop/price group pricing is available for this particular item.

If you return to this line item later to display or change it, you will see some additional fields that show the 
progress of the order. These fields include the quantity billed or shipped, quantity left to bill, and quantity 
vouched as well as vouched and billed costs and selling prices.

The entry of the line item data can become quite complicated. For simplicity's sake, the use of the more 
complicated types of items and issues related to specific types of orders are discussed separately. See the on-
line manual menu for additional topics.
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When you finish entering the information on this screen, click on the "Next" button (              ) to go to the 
next screen where you will enter or update another line item data. You can also click on the "Previous" 
button (               ) to go back to a previous item or the general information screen or click on the "Done" 
button (              ) to go to the order overview.
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Reviewing Totals and Commission

Once you have entered all your items and charges, click on the right arrow on a screen where you've not 
entered any new data to get to the "totals" screen. This screen shows the totals of the order as well as other 
information that normally appears with the subtotals such as discounts and sales tax. You may also review 
commission for the order, if this is your policy.

You may also come directly to this screen from the overview.
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Miscellaneous Order Information

The sales discount field lets you apply a percentage discount to the whole order. A couple of points should 
be noted:

• If the customer has a discount percentage on file, it will automatically be filled in for you and the 
total discount dollar amount calculated.

• You may change the discount amount shown.

• If you use the separate additional charges feature, you may exclude these from the discount by 
setting a system option. Otherwise, everything on the order will be included in the discount 
calculations.

• If you want to give a specific dollar amount that is not based on a percentage or does not include 
some line items, leave the percentage blank and enter the amount you want to give.

If you have shipping costs you incur that you want to make sure are included on the invoice, such as 
overnighting art to the factory, you may enter a shipping cost. You do NOT need to include costs to ship the 
merchandise to the customer here. You will have a chance to enter that information when you invoice the 
customer.

If you want to charge the customer a specific shipping amount, you may enter that charge here. An example 
would be a program where the shipping charges are fixed.

If you only want to charge shipping on the FIRST shipment, check the box labeled "Bill shipping on 1st 
shipment only". An example might be a program where you do not charge shipping charges if you have to 
ship backorders separately.

If you do not want to charge the customer ANY shipping charges, check the box labeled "Do not bill 
shipping". An example here would be a program where the cost of the shipping was included in the price of 
the product.
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In both of these cases, you can still capture the shipping costs when you invoice the customer. You can also 
change or override the shipping price at that point as well.

The estimated sales tax amount as well as the taxable amount and the percentage are displayed for you. If 
this information is incorrect, you will need to go to one of the previous screens to correct it.

• If the tax percentage is wrong, go back to the general information screen and change the tax routine 
to the correct routine.

• If the taxable amount is wrong because one or more items should not be taxable, go back to the line 
item in question and change the setting of the "Taxable?" flag at the bottom of the screen.

Special mention should be made of the way to handle tax-exempt customers. The tax routine selected should
have a zero tax percentage defined. However, you do NOT need to change the "Taxable" flag to "No" on all 
the line items. Since the percentage is zero, the amount of tax charged will be zero no matter what the 
taxable amount is. However, some states require that you report the amount of taxable sales regardless of the
amount of tax actually collected. So, in general, the "Taxable" flag should be set independently of whether 
tax is to be charged or not.

You may note a deposit made to the vendor. This information can be printed on your purchase order. Note 
that this field is ONLY used for this purpose. It is NOT connected to the "deposits to vendors" feature in 
Accounts Payable and does not affect Accounts Payable at all.

You may also enter a Customer deposit. This can print on an acknowledgment. It will also transfer to the 
customer's invoice. It does NOT affect Accounts Receivable. Deposits received from the customer should 
entered into the Accounts Receivable system separately.

Note that field to the right of the customer deposit labeled "used". This indicates how much of the 
customer's deposit has already been used on an invoice. If nothing has been billed, the used amount should 
be zero. If you do a partial billing and use only part of the deposit, the amount you use will be recorded in 
this field. When you do another invoice, the deposit remaining will be calculated as the original deposit less 
the amount used.

If you include credit card information on the order, there is a link to let you update this data from this 
screen. This is the same link as the one shown on the general information screen. It is also included here in 
case you prefer doing it from this screen.

Commission

You may choose to include a review of commission on the order screen. If you do NOT want the 
commission information included on the order screen, you will need to set the system option to suppress it.
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If you choose to include it, the total sales and cost that are used for commission purposes will be displayed. 
These may be different from the total shown above for a couple of reasons:

• If you use the separate additional charges feature, you may exclude these from commission.

• For shipments from inventory, you may choose to use the reference cost of the item instead of the 
actual cost.

The commission basis and the estimated commission is shown. You may change these fields if they appear 
to be incorrect or you have a special situation.

If the salesman is paid any commission when the order is placed, this amount will be placed in the 
"Advance" field. You may pay a salesman that is normally paid later an advance payment on a specific order
by entering the amount you want to pay into the "Advance" field.

If the commission is set up to be split between two salesmen, the commission information will be shown for 
both.

When you finish entering the information on this screen, click on the "Next" button (             ) to go to the 
next screen. You can also click on the "Previous" button (             ) to go back to a previous item or the 
general information screen or click on the "Done" button (             ) to go to the order overview. 

Entering Comments and Instructions

There are five types of general comment information you can associate with the order:

Comments  General comments such as "Call Mary at 225-292-7422 with questions"

Imprint General instructions regarding the imprint. This is in addition to or 
instead of line item imprint information.

Special Instructions Any other special instructions you may want to include
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Vendor Instructions  Special instructions specifically for the vendor

Repeat Instructions If this is a repeat order, information on the previous order such as 
vendor's job number. If you use the repeat order function, this will be 
generated for you automatically but you may then make any changes or 
additions you wish.

Having several comment areas lets you put information in different boxes on your documents. You can also 
put some of the information on one document but not on others. For example, you can put the vendor 
instructions on the purchase order but not the acknowledgment.

You should decide what types of comments you want to use and what type of information will go into each 
type of comment. Make sure everyone in the company uses the same routine.

Also, you should decide what types of comments should be used on each form. If you want to change what 
comments are included or not included on a particular form, contact Lakeshore Technical support. This is 
generally an easy change to make.

All of the comment areas can be up to 60 characters wide and up to 50 lines long. The size you want to use 
is set on the Order Processing system options. Most users restrict the length to 20 lines or less. You may 
want to restrict the width to fit better on a particular form.

The content of the comment area is basically free-form text. There are several editing icons available to let 
you do the following:

Center text If you want only part of the text centered, highlight it 
by clicking on the starting point and dragging your 
mouse until the text you want to justify is highlighted. 
Then, click on the centering icon. If you do not 
highlight anything, ALL of the text will be centered.

Left-justify text Similar to the centering technique except click on the 
left-justify icon.

Right-justify text Similar to the centering technique except click on the 
right-justify icon

Insert standard comments If you have comments or instructions you use 
frequently, you can predefine them and pull them into 
the order. To set up comments, go to

   Reference Information
      Miscellaneous codes, group 1
         Standard Comments

To insert them into the comments area, click on where 
you want them to be inserted, then click on the look up
icon and select the comment you want to include from 
the list.
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Spell check text You can check your spelling and make corrections.

Art #1 Insert art #1 If you have associated one or more art numbers with 
the order on the general information screen, you will 
see a link for each one listed. Click on the link to have 
a reference to the art number inserted into the 
comments area. When a document is printed, a 
thumbnail of the art will be included in that spot on the
document.

Art  Look up & insert art If you want to insert an art reference that you have not 
specifically linked to this order, click on either the 
underlined word "Art" or the look up icon. You can 
look up and select ANY art number and put a 
reference to it in the comments area.

Setting up and using art on your orders is described in more detail in the discussion on using art on orders.

The Order Overview

After you have gone through all of the order screens, you will see the order overview screen. You can also 
get to this screen at any point by clicking on the "Done" button (             ).

This screen contains a summary of the order so that you can review it and make sure everything has been 
entered as you want it to be.

If you need to make changes, you can click on the pen/pencil update icon (         ) beside a piece of 
information to go directly to the screen where you can change that information.

You can delete a line from the order by clicking on the trash can icon (        ).

If you need to add an additional line item, click on the "New" icon (            ) at the end of the section 
showing the line items.

There are several links in the upper right of the screen that let you print or transmit various forms as well as 
give you access to other functions such as the job status of the order. These are described in detail in the 
help file for this screen.

When you are finished with the order, click on the "Exit" button (                  ) to exit the order.
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MULTI-VENDOR ORDER

You sometimes have one order from one customer that requires that you place orders to multiple vendors. 
Each order is given the same master order number. This number ties all the various "tracking" orders 
together so you can look at the progress of the whole customer's order. You may also pull all the pieces 
together onto a single invoice by billing the master order.

An order that requires you to buy blank goods and decorate them is a typical example of a master order 
because you may want to enter an order to send to the blank goods vendor and one to send to the decorator. 
This application is so common that there are a special order entry routine for a wearables order.

You may also create a master order by just continuing to add additional orders in the salesman order form 
routine.

This discussion will cover how to enter a more generic master order such as when the customer orders mugs
and pencils. These methods can also be used for wearables orders if you prefer.

There are two methods of entering master orders:

• Update order file - This option utilizes the same screens as those used for entering a single order or 
changing an order with some minor differences.

• Quick order - This option is similar but the screens are simplified. This may be an appropriate 
method for salesman or others who enter routine orders.

Some general information about entering master orders using either method:

• The master order is entered into a temporary area. Once you are ready to generate the order, you will
click on a "generate" button and the various orders will be generated. Until you click on the 
"generate" button, no orders are posted to the actual order file.

• If you should have a problem during order entry or have to exit the order without finishing it, you 
may return to it on the same day and usually retrieve all of the data you have already entered. Simply
ask to start a new multi-vendor order. If you have one already in progress, you will be asked if you 
want to retreive that data or start over. These temporary files are cleared each night so you will 
usually not be able to retreive a session from a previous day.

• One or more of the orders generated may be a "ship from inventory" or a "manufacture and ship" by 
entering a vendor number of 999999. You indicate on the system options for Order Processing 
whether or not you want the inventory-related orders to be a "ship from inventory" or a "manufacture
and ship" order.

• All orders generated will be either a drop ship order or one of these inventory-related orders. You 
cannot enter an order for stock or a decoration order using this method.

• One order will be generated for each unique combination of the following:

◦         Vendor (999999 is considered a vendor)
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◦         Process group (if you use process groups)
◦         Inventory location (if the vendor is 999999 and you use the multiple inventory location 

feature)
◦         Master sequence number (if you have elected to have this option)

• You may use this method to generate a single order if you would like to standardize your order entry 
and always use this method.

Using the "Update order file" method

The first step is to request a "new" order from either the "Update order file" screen or the "Update Master 
Order" screen. Both take you to the same new order dialog screen. A new order is requested by clicking on 
the (           ) icon.

When you get to the "new order" dialog screen, pick the "completely new multi-vendor order" option. No 
further information is required at this point.

Once you click the Submit button, the general information screen of the order will be displayed.

Entering general information about the order

Once you click the Submit button, the general information screen of the order will be displayed. You will 
notice that there is no place to indicate the type of order or to enter a vendor or decorator. The type of order 
will be assigned to each order when they master order is generated. The vendor will be entered on each line 
item.
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This discussion will concentrate on how this screen is different when you are entering a master order. Read 
the discussion on entering general information about an order for additional information on other fields 
that are not discussed.

There will be no type of order information requested. The type of order will be assigned to each order 
based on the vendor information entered on the corresponding line.

There will be no vendor number information requested. The vendor information will be picked up from the
lines entered on subsequent screens.

Any ship date or similar information you enter will be used on ALL the orders in the master order. If this is
not appropriate, you can enter this type of information later after the individual orders are generated OR you
can enter it here and just change the data on the orders where it needs to be different.
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Entering line item information

Once you complete the general information screen and move to the line items, you will also notice a few 
differences here also.

The main difference will be some new fields that appear to the right of the description. There will be 
between one and four of these depending on your system options.

• Vendor number - You will always be prompted for the vendor number that is associated with this 
line item.

• Location (optional) - If you use multiple inventory locations AND if you enter the vendor number as
999999 (or click on the           icon), you will be prompted for the location 
associated with this line item.

• Process Group (optional) - If you use the scheduling routines available in the system AND have 
more than one set of processes, you will be prompted for the process group to 
use for this line item.

• Master Sequence # (optional) - If you have multiple line items for the same vendor or for inventory 
but want separate orders generated for them, you can assign a sequence to 
each one that you want separated. This is primarily used by suppliers who 
want to put each line item on a separate work order.

For example, suppose you have an order for items A, B, and C. You want 
items A and C on one work order and item B on another. You would enter a 
Master Sequence # of 1 to the lines for A and C and a Master Sequence # 2 on 
the line for item B.

Except for these extra fields, enter the data as you would for any order.

If you use the additional charges option, you will also be prompted for the same additional information on 
those screens as well.
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Illustration 21: Item Screen for Multi-Vendor Order

Illustration 22: Comment Screen for Single Order of Master Order
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Generating the master order

Once you finished entering all your line items and charges and any comments or instructions you want 
included on all the orders, press the "Done" key to go to the overview.

Review the order one last time.
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Illustration 23: Special Instruction Screen for All Orders of Master Order

Illustration 24: Additional Charge Screen of Master Order
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If you see a problem with the order and you want to abort the whole process, click on the "Exit" button. If 
you click on the Exit button, you may lose all of the information you have just entered.

If the order looks complete, click on the "Generate" button to actually generate the order. You will be asked 
"are you sure?" in case you clicked the wrong button. Once you indicate you want to proceed, you will go to
a screen that lists summary information on the orders that will be generated. You are given once last chance 
to retreat and fix the master order information. If you click the "Submit" key, then the master order will be 
generated. All orders within the master order will be displayed. You can make changes to any part of it at 
that point.
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Illustration 26: Final Recap of Master Order
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Illustration 27: Overview of Master Order After Order Is 
Generated
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Using the "Quick Order" method

The steps are similar but the screens are more simplified. You can indicate in the Order Processing system 
options that you don't need some of the fields included. If you do not put them on the screen, then they will 
default to blank or to the appropriate value (such as salesman will default to the salesman on the customer 
file).
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Illustration 29: General Information Screen of Quick Order

Illustration 28: Order Processing Systems for Short and Quick orders
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APPENDING AN ORDER TO A MASTER ORDER

Sometimes you will need to add another order to an existing master order. This is easy to do.

• Ask to add a new order.

• Enter the master order number to which you want to add the new order.

• When the order is generated, a new order number is assigned.

• The customer, customer order number, ship date, and most of the general information information 
from the master order will be copied into the new order.

NO vendor or line item information will be included.

Comments and instructions from the first order in the master order WILL be copied into the new order.

You may change anything on the new order you wish.
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Illustration 30: Line Item Screen for Quick Order
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Illustration 31: Generate New Order Screen Flagged to Append to a Master Order

Illustration 32: General Information Screen of Order Showing Data Copied from Master to the 
Appended Order
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REPEATING ORDERS

Repeating an Existing Single Order

A customer will frequently ask to repeat an order you have already done for him. Or, you may have a new 
order that is very similar to one you have already done. You can use the "repeat" option to generate a new 
order with most of the data from the original order.

Here are the steps to generate a new order:

1. Ask to add a new order.
2. Ask to repeat a single order and enter the order number you want to repeat.
3. Review the repeat options and make any appropriate changes.
4. Submit your request.

5. A new order is generated with a new order number.
6. Most of the information from the original order will be copied into the new order.

The following information will NOT be transferred to the new order.

• In hand and ship date
• Salesman number
• Credit terms
• Tax routine

On the line items, the quantity shipped is cleared and the quantity remaining set to the the quantity ordered.
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Illustration 33: Generate New Order Screen Marked to Repeat Single Order
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You may change anything on the new order you wish.

You may also repeat an order by clicking on the clipboard icon on one of the "Display order by" routines 
such as "Display orders by Customer". If the order is part of a multi-vendor order, all the orders in the 
master order will be displayed and you can pick and choose which ones to repeat.

IMPORTANT! If you change the type of order, be sure to review the order carefully since the new 
type of order may have different requirements from the old order.

For example, if you repeat an order for stock and change the type of order to a drop 
shipment, the new order will not have any selling prices.

A repeat message is automatically generated for the new order, with references to the previous order. You 
may adjust or delete the message as appropriate.

The defaults for the repeat options are specified in the Order Processing system options. You should set 
these to coincide with the option settings you normally use.
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Repeating an Existing Master Order

A customer will frequently ask to repeat an order you have already done for him. Or, you may have a new 
order that is very similar to one you have already done.

Sometimes the original order required multiple vendor orders so that you need to repeat some or all of the 
orders in the original master order. You can use the "repeat master" option to generate a new master order 
with most of the data from the original order.

Here are the steps to generate a new master order:

1. Ask to add a new order.
2. Ask to repeat a master order and enter the master order number you want to repeat.
3. Review the repeat options and make any appropriate changes.
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Illustration 35: Order Process System Options for Defining Default Values for Repeat Orders
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4. Submit your request.
5. Indicate what orders in the original master order should be included in the new order. The default is 

to include all of them.

6. A new master order is generated with a new master order number and a new order number for each 
vendor order in that master order.

7. Most of the information from the original orders will be copied into the new orders.
8. An overivew of the new master order will be displayed.
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Illustration 36: Generate New Order Screen Flagged to Repeat Master Order

Illustration 37: Repeat Master Order Recap
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The following information will NOT be transferred to the new orders.

• In hand and ship date
• Salesman number
• Credit terms
• Tax routine

On the line items, the quantity shipped is cleared and the quantity remaining set to the the quantity ordered.

You may change anything on the new orders you wish.

IMPORTANT! If you change the type of order, be sure to review the order carefully since the new 
type of order may have different requirements from the old order.

For example, if you repeat an order for stock and change the type of order to a drop 
shipment, the new order will not have any selling prices.

A repeat message is automatically generated for each order with references to the previous order. You may 
adjust or delete the message as appropriate.
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Illustration 38: Master Order Overview with Repeat Message
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You may also repeat an order by clicking on the clipboard icon on one of the "Display order by" routines 
such as "Display orders by Customer". If the order is part of a multi-vendor order, all the orders in the 
master order will be displayed and you can pick and choose which ones to repeat.

The defaults for the repeat options are specified in the Order Processing system options. You should set 
these to coincide with the option settings you normally use.
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Illustration 39: Repeat Order from One of the "Display" Options

Illustration 40: Order Process System Options for Defining Default Values for Repeat Orders
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